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SBF-DP SME Index

SME optimism dips amid economic headwinds
Slow global growth sees 18 months of declining SME sentiment, with the lowest
Index score since 2010

Singapore, Thursday, 17 March, 2016 – After six straight years of optimism, the
sentiment of Singapore SMEs is now neutral, according to the latest SBF-DP SME
Index (the Index).
The Overall Index score fell 1.1 points to 50.0 – a score which indicates SMEs do not
expect to achieve any growth during the next six months.

The Index measures the business sentiment of SMEs for the next six months (Q2
and Q3 of 2016) and is a joint initiative of the Singapore Business Federation (SBF)
and DP Information Group (DP Info). Some 3,600 SMEs were surveyed over
January and February 2016 on their outlook and sentiment.

The score of 50.0 is the lowest score since the Index was first published in the first
quarter of 2010.

The fall in sentiment was across all six industry sectors with the Transport/Storage
sector recording the largest fall in its Index score of 2.3 points, from 53.1 to 50.8. The
second largest fall was recorded by the Business Services sector which fell from
53.5 to 51.4, a drop of 2.1 points.
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Transport/Storage and Business Services were the two most optimistic sectors in
last quarter’s Index and their steep decline in optimism has brought the Overall Index
score into the neutral zone for the first time since 2010.

The Manufacturing sector recorded an Index score of 49.6. Any score below 50.0
means the sector believes it will see a contraction during the next six months.

Comments from SBF
Mr Ho Meng Kit, CEO of SBF, said “The convergence of domestic factors such as
low economic growth and rising business costs, as well as global headwinds such as
heightened volatility in the financial markets and a slowdown in the Chinese markets
have impacted SMEs in Singapore.”
He added “Both the Turnover Expectations and Profitability Expectations indices
from the SBF DP Information SME Index for Q2-Q3 2016 registered weaker quarteron-quarter readings, reflecting the current state of the business health in Singapore.”

At the same time, Mr Ho noted that SMEs are showing resilience amidst the
challenging environment. “The indicators on Business Expansion expectations and
Capital Investment expectations show marginal improvements and indicate that
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SMEs are positive in the medium to long term. Meanwhile, SMEs should consider
focusing on improving productivity and sourcing for new opportunities.”
Highlighting the recommendations surfaced in SBF’s Position Paper for a Vibrant
Singapore, Mr Ho said “In the short term, the Singapore government could look at
ways to help SMEs tide over the current challenging conditions, for example, by
reviewing high business cost and holding back any increase in the foreign workers
levy. In the medium to long-term, the government could adopt a more pro-business
approach in policy formulation and development of enterprises. Further measures to
encourage worker skills upgrading, innovation and internationalisation by companies
will be greatly welcomed.”

Comments from DP Info
Mr Lincoln Teo, Chief Operating Officer of DP Information Group, said global and
domestic issues continue to play on the minds of SMEs.
“Signs of strain have been surfacing – the latest of which being the consecutive yearlong fall in manufacturing output. While finding ways to cope with domestic
pressures, Singapore’s SMEs are also acutely attuned to the state of the global
economy. As Singapore is one of the world’s most open economies, the slowdown in
global growth can be felt across all industries.”
“If you consider recent international economic news, it is easy to see why SMEs are
finding it hard to remain optimistic.”
“China is adjusting to its new lower rate of growth, and US growth is being revised
down.”
“The pressured domestic economy of China and reduction in imports by Chinese
companies have seen its biggest hit on Singapore’s export numbers to China in
seven years. Then there was the US Federal Reserve’s announcement on the end of
quantitative easing which resulted in a hike in interest rates.”
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“The US and China are two economies that heavily influence the outlook of
Singapore companies, and the news from both are negative.”
“It is also worthwhile to note that amidst cautious times, SMEs are adopting a waitand-see approach, given the 2016 Budget announcement slated for March 24th.
SME owners are thus inclined to pull back on their business outlook as they
anticipate the upcoming plans to be revealed,” Mr Teo said.

- END -
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ABOUT THE SINGAPORE BUSINESS FEDERATION (新加坡工商联合总会)
As the apex business chamber, the Singapore Business Federation (SBF) champions the interests of the business
community in Singapore, in trade, investment and industrial relations. Nationally, SBF acts as the bridge between the
government and businesses in Singapore to create a conducive business environment. Internationally, SBF
represents the business community in bilateral, regional and multilateral fora for the purpose of trade expansion and
business networking. For more information, please visit our website: www.sbf.org.sg

ABOUT DP INFORMATION GROUP
DP Information Group (DP Info) is Singapore’s leading provider of information, analysis and intelligence on the
Singapore corporate sector. The company is part of Experian, one of the world’s largest credit reference agencies.
With an unparalleled database on the performance of Singapore companies and access to the world’s best analytical
services, DP Info uncovers the meaning and significance in data and gives its customers the knowledge they need to
make better business decisions.
DP Info offers a range of powerful tools for assessing the credit worthiness and financial health of both companies and
individuals. The company also specialises in providing knowledge to, and intelligence on Singapore’s SME
community.
DP Info’s services and activities include:







QuestNet – An online information portal used by 98% of Singapore’s financial institutions and leading law
firms
DP Credit Ratings – a proprietary credit rating model that reliably predicts the probability of company default
DP SME Commercial Credit Bureau – a member-based platform where the payment records of each
member’s clients and suppliers are shared
DP Bureau – Singapore’s one-stop business advisory centre for entrepreneurs and business owners
DP Credit Bureau – a consumer credit bureau which analyses the credit records of millions of Singaporeans
to assist financial institutions make lending decisions
The Singapore 1000 Family of Rankings – Singapore’s most prestigious definitive corporate rankings,
honouring the nation’s best performing companies

DP Info is an ISO/IEC 27001 Information Security & Data Management certified company.
For more information, visit www.dpgroup.com.sg
UEN 198302653E
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